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Welcome to Mister Geppetto, a family business, based in  
beautiful Slovenia. Our mission is to create high-quality  
health and beauty products that look good and are produced  
without damage to the environment. 
We belive that only environmentally friendly companies  
produce superior goods and benefit the people who buy  
and sell them. Therefore, we work with environmentally  
responsible manufacturers who share our views on protecting  
the planet and who have all necessary certificates. 
Mister Geppetto is the latest in a long line of accessories  
made from high-quality birch wood. 
Mister Geppetto offers natural wooden products of  
high-quality and its competitive prices for the wholesale,  
retail and e-commerce markets. 

ABOUT US 



  

It promotes blood circulation, smoothes the skin and  
counteracts unpleasant dents. At the same time it has a 
relaxing effect on body and mind. For a particularly calm and  
pleasant feeling. 
Benefits: 

Relaxing effect for the back & shoulder muscles - 
- Promotes blood circulation 
- Made from robust birch wood 
- Easy to use 
- Available in various models 
- A wooden roller massage is a natural therapy for well-being.  
- The exceptional quality and firmness of the wood allows for  
long-term use. 
Wooden anti-cellulite massager  
MA6019 

Wooden anti-cellulite massager  
MA6018 

Wooden roller massager MA9018 
Article:MA9018 

WOODEN MASSAGERS 



  WOODEN COMBS 

Wooden Comb RD1104 
Article: RD1104 
Dimensions: 5x36x120 mm 
Wooden Comb  
Combined RD2301 
Article: RD2301 
Dimensions: 5x43x197 mm 
Wooden Comb  
with Handle RD3101 
Article: RD3101 
Dimensions: 5x43x197 mm 
Wooden Comb 
with Handle RD3201 
Article: RD3201 
Dimensions: 5x43x197 mm 
Wooden Comb RD4201 
Article: RD4201 
Dimensions: 5x43x157 mm 
Wooden Massage Comb RD5101 
Article: RD5101 
Dimensions: 9x55x135 mm 

The Mister Geppetto wooden combs are made using birch  
wood and: 
- are gentle on the scalp 
- not static 

do not react with styling products - 
- prevent hair breakage, split ends and quick greasing of the  
hair 

are ideal for everyday use. - 
Mister Geppetto wooden combs are sanded precisely and  
carefully. They do not have any cracks, nicks or sharp edges,  
preventing damage to the hair and scalp. The perfect product  
for healthy, silky hair! 



  WOODEN UNIQUE COMBS 

All of our unique combs are handmande in Slovenia, from our 
finest local wood. Every comb is handmade and it has unique  
shape. These fine combs are made with long tradition of wood - 
working. 
Every tooth is brushed four times, so they are just the right  
shape to get trough hair with no effort at all. 
At the end, each comb is polished until perfection.  
We use special coating which makes it long lasting.  

Unique handmade wooden comb  
cherry Unique handmade wooden  

comb walnut 



  

WOODEN COMBS 

Rope Massager Notched MA3215 
Article: MA3215 
Dimensions: 25x68x1225 mm 

Mister Geppetto rope massagers can have the following  
benefits: 
-  ease muscle strain in the upper and lower extremities 
-  ease pain in the back and neck 
-  sometimes reduce the pain of osteochondrosis, scoliosis or  
other spine problems 
-  improve blood flow 

 ease foot fatigue at the end of the work day - 
-  reduce headaches 
-  improve skin tone. 
The rope massagers is a simple tool consisting of two handles  
and one or two rows of wooden rollers. The tool allows  
self-massage at any convenient time. 
Long handles allow the user to massage hard-to-reach places  
on the back, shoulders and neck. 

ROPE MASSAGERS 

Rope Massager Ribbed MA3224 
Article: MA3224 
Dimensions: 25x68x1225 mm 



  

The foot has thousands of nerve endings and during walking,  
bears thousands of pounds of weight in a day. Massaging  
the feet makes you feel better. Mister Geppetto wooden  
foot massagers can be used by nearly anyone; no special  
qualifications are required.  
Mister Geppetto feet massagers can have the following benefits: 
-  relaxation after work 
-  improved well-being 
-  feeling energetic 
-  better blood flow 
-  normalizing muscle tone 
-  reduced foot tiredness during       sedentary work 
-  general rehabilitation 

Foot Massagers  
combined MA4218 
Article: MA4218 
Dimensions: 47x247x191 mm 

Foot Massagers  
notched MA4213 
Article: MA4213 
Dimensions: 47x247x191 mm 

Foot Massagers  
notches MA4215 
Article: MA4215 
Dimensions: 47x247x191 mm 

FOOT MASSAGERS 



  

Mister Geppetto foot sanders are produced from quality  
materials using modern technology. These foot files can be  
used by professionals or for home use. Mister Geppetto foot  
files remove hard skin and callouses from the feet. 
Mister Geppetto foot files have a long life. 
The working abrasive (grit) is on both sides of the file, on a  
wooden base. The two sides of Mister Geppetto foot files  have  
different grits. One side of  the file is used for initial treatment  
of calloused skin and the other side, which has a finer grit, is  
used for final treatment. 
After treatment the skin becomes smooth, soft and supple. 

Foot File Small PA1204 
Article: PA1204 
Dimensions: 4x34x163 mm 

Foot File Large PA1105 
Article: PA1105 
Dimensions: 4x43x234 mm 

Foot File Large  PA1106 
Article: PA1106 
Dimensions: 6x43x248 mm 

FOOT FILES 



  UNIVERSAL MASSAGERS 

Universal massagers promotes relaxation and at the same time  
stimulates blood circulation in the body. The concentration is  
improved and it activates feelings of happiness. In addition, it   
on each side to improve stimulation.  
Too much psychological stress, and inadequate and forced  
posture are factors causing minor or severe muscle pain in the  
cervical, back and lumbar spine. With a few minutes relaxation  
every day, a wooden back massage roller from natural beech  
wood is enough for a complete well-being therapy. 
A wooden roller massage is a natural therapy for well-being.  
Wooden  universal  unflexible  
massager MA8018 
Article: MA8018 

Wooden  universal  flexible  
massager MA7018 
Article: MA7018 

Wooden hand palm massager  
MA5018 
Article: MA5018 



  WOODEN BOWLS 

Cherry and walnut are beautiful and extremely functional hardwoods that  
produce gorgeous wooden kitchenware that develops a rich patina over  
time.  
A quick wash in warm, soapy water followed by a quick rinse and towel dry  
and your bowl is good to go! Wooden kitchenware is not dishwasher safe  
and should not be left in water to soak - all that excess water will increase  
the chances that wood will split.  
There is no bleach, dyes or toxic chemical, only natural oil for finishing and  
shine.  
Cherry bowls in different sizes 

Oak bowls 

Walnut bowls 

Alder bowls 



 WOODEN SPOONS 

Hand crafted from one piece of hand selected Cherry wood, 
carefully shaped and sanded for a silky smooth feeling, then finished  
with food safe natural oil coat that gives it additional protection. 
These wooden kitchen eating utensils are the best when using  
non-stick cookware, will not scratch up your pots and pans.  
Beautifully handcrafted, decorative, and durable; fits neatly in a  
kitchen gadget drawer or display on the counter in a utensil holder.  
Cleaning is simple, since you only wipe it with a damp cloth. The  
wood preserves the original aroma, content and quality of the food  
products. 

Cherry spoons Kitchen utensils set 



 

Always here for you 
Contact: 
Fimatrade ltd., trading company 
Gorenja vas- Retece 79 
4220  Skofja Loka 
Slovenia 
Europe 
info@mrgeppetto.si 
00386 40 236 906 
www.mrgeppetto.si 


